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Abstract-An Elementary Calculation of the Combustion of Solid Propellants. The problem of the burning
of a solid propellant is treated in an approximate manner by prescribing the spatial distribution of energy
rdease in the gas phase. Adoption of this inverse approach converts the usual non-linear problem to a
linear eigenvalue problem which is easily solvable. Results for concentrated combustion (a flame front)
and special cases of distributed energy release are given. Qualitative aspects such as flame stand-off distance,
flame thickness, and various components of heat transfer within the combustion region are clearly shown.
Examination of the influence of energy loss by radiation from the solid-gas interface gives satisfactory
agreement with previous computations based on the non-linear formulation. An application to the problem
of unsteady burning, and the response to pressure fluctuations is discussed briefly. The ease with which
useful results can be obtained seems to justify the imperfect nature of the analysis.
Translated abstracts appear at the end 0/ this article.
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specific heats of solid and gas;
activation energies of surface and gas phase
reactions;
total enthalpy;
mass flux (g/cm 2 -sec);
energy loss from interior of solid;
energy loss by radiation from solid-gas
interface;
latent heat associated with surface reaction;
heat release in gas phase (cal/cm);
linear burning rate (em/sec);
universal gas constant;
temperature of cold propellant;
Eqs. (11) and (12);
flame temperature;
adiabatic flame temperature;
gas phase reaction rate, Eq. (34);
exponent in distribution of combustion, Eq.
(40);
exponent in pyrolysis law, Eq. (21);
exponent in reaction rate, Eq. (34);
exponent in thermal conductivity, Ag '" T f ;
eigenvalue, Eqs. (17) and (18);
density of solid;
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reaction rate (g/cm 3 -sec), Eq. (1);
normalized temperature, Eq. (10);
Eq. (13);
Eq. (14);
mean value;
fluctuation;
evaluated at mean position of solid-gas
interface;
evaluated at instantaneous position of solidgas interface;
evaluated at flame;
reference values.

Introduction
THERE exist several treatments of the combustion of a
solid propellant, usually involving detailed calculations which are difficult to interpret until numerical
results are obtained. The problem is obviously
complicated because it not only encompasses chemical
aspects which are poorly known, but also the fluid
mechanics cannot be handled in a rigorous way. It is
particularly true of composite propellants, which
contain particles of oxidizer immersed in fuel, that
analysis is at best a crude representation of reality.
For example, a laminar, one-dimensional flame is
usually treated, with varying qmounts of chemistry
explicitly accounted for. The source of difficulty in
even this simplified description is the non-linear
dependence of reaction rates on temperature. Since

1 Work performed under a personal services contract
with Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, California.
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the problem eventually comes down to solution of a
differential equation for the temperature, further
approximations are necessary. References [1-3J for
example, treat essentially the same non-linear equation in different ways.
When properly handled, as in the references cited,
the reaction rates, and hence the distribution of
burning within the gas phase, must be treated as
functions of the local temperature and composition;
the distribution in space arises because those variables
depend on position. However, it is conceptually
appealing, and often very helpful, to think in terms of
the spatial distribution directly. Thus, one frequently
speaks of "flame stand-off distance" and "flame
thickness" for example.
It is somewhat surprising, therefore, that analytical
descriptions of a burning solid, based ab initio on the
spatial distribution, have not, so far as the author is
aware, been reported. Having adopted this approach,
one immediately loses the opportunity for recovering
some of the detailed information contained in a more
careful treatment of the problem. However, in return,
one gains a much more lucid representation and, it
appears, some of the dominant features are readily
accessible. This is the sole justification for the present
work, which is bound to be less accurate than other
available treatments.
Because the non-linear equation mentioned above
is replaced by a linear, inhomogeneous equation, the
calculations are straightforward, particularly for the
two special cases treated here: a flame front, in which
all combustion is concentrated in a plane parallel to
the solid surface; and a flame of finite thickness in
which the energy release is uniform or varies exponentially in space. An additional question examined
is the effect of energy lost by radiation from the solid
surface. This has been treated in [1J and [3J; the
results found here agree fairly well with the more
accurate computations of Johnson and Nachbar.
Application of these steady-state results to the
problem of the transient response of a burning is also
discussed; owing to the necessary restriction to low
frequencies, this may be of limited value.

Formulation

The references given, and further works cited
therein, provide adequate coverage of the background
material. It is sufficient here to note that the usual set
of conservation equations for the gas phase can be
reduced to a single differential equation, taken in this
work to be the energy equation written for the
temperature. The most significant approximations
are that pressure and viscous forces are ignored, and
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that the mass diffusivity of any constituent is equal to
the thermal diffusivity of the mixture (i.e. Lewis
number is unity). It will also be assumed later, to
simplify some calculations, that both the thermal
conductivity and specific heat are constant; this is
not essential to the argument. Thus, the equation to
be solved is
dT
d (; dT)
(1 )
mep dx - dx (g dx = QgOJ
where Qg is the total heat released in the gas phase,
per unit mass, and OJ is the reaction rate, mass per
unit volume and time.
As defined here, Qg depends on the composition of
the propellant but not locally in the gas phase. The
influence of composition appears wholly in OJ (for
example [1, 2J as a product of concentrations in a
second order reaction involving only fuel and oxidizer). The dependence of OJ on the local composition
will not be shown explicitly since its spatial distribution will be specified.
The boundary conditions which should be satisfied
by the temperature profile are: at the dowlllstream
side of the flame

T= Tf
dT
dx

-

(2a)
(x

---*

---*

(0)

0

(2b)

where Tf is the flame temperature, and at the surface

T = Tz
(Ag

!~~)O+ =

(Ap

!:)o- +

(3a)

m(ho+ - ho-)

= (Ap

!:)o- -

mQs'

(3b)

Equation (3b) follows from the energy bal_ance: for the
surface as shown in Fig. 1; (Ap dTjdx)o_ is the heat
passing from the interface to heat the solid material
and Qs is the heat released in the phase change at the
surface (Qs > 0 for an exothermic reaction).
Following the notation of [3J, liR represents heat
lost (per unit area and time) by radiation from the
interface itself, and qc represents a loss (undefined)
from the interior of the solid. Both qR and qc are
supposed completely lost in the sense that neither is
absorbed by the gases in the region of inte:rest. It
follows from conservation of energy applied to the
solid phase that
(Ap

~:)o- = mC(T. -

To)

+ qc

(4)

and the energy balance for the complete transformation, cold solid to hot gas, gives
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The boundary condition (2b) is superfluous, and
automatically met if T remains finite to satisfy (2a).
Moreover, with TJ set according to the global energy
balance., rewritten as (5), then (2a) and (2b) will be
simultaneously met. Hence, there really are only two
boundary conditions for the second order equation
(1). It happens, however, that even these cannot be
satisfied for arbitrary values of the mass flux m, and
one has an eigenvalue problem, as previous works
have emphasized.
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boundary conditions (3a) and (3b). Equation (8) is
therefore redundant, but it is a useful check.
It is considerably more convenient to carry out
the analysis in dimensionless variables, and in
particular those introduced by Rosen are especially
nice. Let x -+ ~, defined as

~

=

~Cp dX)

exp(J
o

(9a)

9

or
(9b)

Also let

Qc

(10)

II

with

Flame
region

I

x xi

e=!;

Tz = Qg/C p
and assume that whas the form
X

w=

XI

e· e,

FIG. 1. Sketch of the model, showing contributions to the
transfer of energy.

Intimately connected with the fact that this is an
eigenvalue problem is a restriction on w. First, the
energy balance for the gas phase alone is

(Ag

~:)o+ = m(h J -

ho+) = m[CiTJ - 1'.) - Qg]

for which tiR has been associated with the solid. Now
integrate Eq. (1) from x = 0 to x -+ 00:

f
o

cjJ = QID

(15)

and

so that
(16)

wmust be

which is a condition on cjJ arising from the definitions,
and is not connected with (8).
With the preceding preliminaries, one can verify
easily that Eq. (1) becomes

~Z:;:=_AZcjJ

0()

o

(14)

Qd.

fs

fa

= -(Ag ~:)o+ + Qg wdx. (7)

Swdx=m.

(13)

r

Q=

0()

Comparison of Eqs. (6) and (7) shows that
normalized to satisfy

pnQ

where Q can presumably depend on temperature Cr)
and composition but here will be treated as a function
of position x (or ~). The purpose of (13) is really to
display the pressure dependence explicitly. Finally,
set

(6)

m[Cp(TJ - 1'.)]

(12)

(8)

It will !be a simple matter in the examples treated
later to verify that this is in fact a formula for the
eigenvalue of the differential equation (1) with the

(17)

where
(18)
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and the boundary conditions (3a) and (3b) transform
to

both sides of the front. The boundary conditions (19)
and (20) are satisfied by

,~ {:.<

(19a)
(~

dT
d~ =

=

1)

Ts

and continuity of temperature requires

By comparison of (11), (12) and (5), one finds
'J

(23)

(19b)
~J ='T J/'s

(20)

= 1

always, whether or not the losses tic + tiR are included.
In the real problem, the losses obviously reduce the
flame temperature, as shown by (5), but in the transformed problem, their influence is thrown into the
surface condition (Ts).
The formulation is completed with a statement of
the way in which the solid is transformed to gaseous
products. As usual, it will be assumed that this is
governed mainly by a surface activation energy and
the surface vaporizes at a rate

Thus, assuming Ag , Cp constant, the flame stand-off
distance is

for typical values of the properties and r in em/sec.
It is instructive at this point to unravel some of the
dimensionless 'quantities and find the meaning of Ts.
From the boundary condition (19b) and the definitions
of ~ [Eq. (9)] and T [Eq. (10)], one finds

(21)

(dT)

dT)
(dX)
1
Ts= ( d~ ~=l = d~ ~=lT2 dx
Flame Front Model
The simplest model of a burning solid is based on
the supposition that the reaction rates are rapid
compared with the transport of energy by heat conduction and convection. Then the combustion is
completed within a region thin compared with its
distance from the surface. In Fig. 1, Xl = x J for this
case; the temperature profile is sketched in Fig. 2a.

mQg

:s:;;;..;-- r,

(A dT)
dx
!I

0+

so that 's is the fraction of heat released, in the gas
flame, which is returned to the solid by hf~at conduction. By use of the energy balance for the gas
phase alone, [Eq. (6)], it follows that 's can be computed from the formula

mQg

I

0+

= _1

's = _1_ (Ag ddT)
-r,

(24)

= 1/,s'

X

= 10+

C
Qp (TJ

-

1,;).

(26)

9

Let Tfa = (CTo + Qs + Qg)/C p be the flame temperature in the absence of heat losses, so that according
to Eq. (5)
T - T

J-

Ja -

ticmC
+ qR
.

(27)

p

Hence, 's becomes

o

o
((II
Flame front

FIG.

Xi

's =

Xf

Cp
1 - -Q (TJa - Ts)
9

(bl

+

tic + tiR

Q'

m

(28)

9

It will be assumed, for comparison with [3], that

Distributed combustion

tic

is a constant and that
radiation,

2. Sketch of the temperature profiles.

The combustion distribution for a flame front is
represented by a delta function at XJ' or ~f:
(22)

and the right-hand side of Eq. (17) is zero except at
~ = ~f' Hence, one has only to solve d2T/d~2 = 0 on

tiR

is purely black body
(29)

Conseq uently, for a given propellant, 's is a function
of surface temperature (T,), or burning rate through
Eq. (21), only. Equation (25) will give the dependence
of stand-off distance on burning rate.
In order to obtain the eigenvalue A 2 , it is simplest
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to multiply Eq. (2) by d1' and integrate from the
surface through the flame front. Since (dT/dO (d2T/d~2)

= (1/2) d/d~(dT/d~)2.
'tf

;~J~2~(d1')2
d~ =
.2
d~ d~

'rf

-A 2 J¢dT = _A2 (30)

~

~

because ¢ is normalized according to Eq. (16). Now
at ~ =, ~f' d1'/d~ is discontinuous, being equal to Ts
for ~ < ~J and zero for ~ > ~J [see Eq. (23)]. Thus,
the integral on the left-hand side is non-zero only
because of the singularity of the integrand at ~ = ~J
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).1 e-Ef/ZRoTf.

m = pn/z T'z (Ts)t kA
C:
(

2

(35)

As one might have anticipated, this is almost identical
with results obtained by von Karman [4] and Boys
and Corner [5] for a thin propagating laminar flame .
The presence of the solid surface (which reduces the
flame speed) appears wholly in Ts < 1.
However, the limit representing a flame propagating
in a premixed gas cannot be obtained directly from
Eq. (35) because this result involves explicitly the
value ~s = 1 at the interface of the solid, according to
the boundary condition (23). The preceding calculations can easily be carried through without specifying
the value of ~., and in steady of (35) one finds

[1 -

m = pn/z T'Z(kAg)t
~RJJt e-Ef/ZRoTf
Cp
~J(l - Ts)
(35a)

But since

~J

= l/T s' Eq. (24), the eigenvalue is simply
AZ=l

(31)

With Q given by (22), Q is
rf

Q ,=

rJ

wJ b(~ - ~J)dT = wJ b(~ - ~J) (~~)d~.
ts

ts

Again owing to the discontinuity in d1'/d~, the delta
function picks up the average value at ~ = ~J and

Q

=

lWTs.

(32)

It is easy to verify that the restriction (8) on wleads
to the same result (25). Substitute (22) and (13) into
(8) and use (9b):

which, after use of (32) for w, can be rearranged to give
AgpnQ
1
)
1
-----Z--C = 1-( ~J1's = 2,

m

p

Now let the interface recede to x ---+ - 00, so ~s ---+ 0,
and let 1's = Tio the normalized temperature of the gas
mixture. This gives exactly the formula one finds if the
same analysis is applied ab initio to the problem of a
laminar flame, in which case C = C p and Qs = 0, of
course.
The use of a delta function evidently implies an
"infinitely fast" reaction rate in order to achieve an
infinitesimally thin reaction zone. Thus the appearance of an Arrhenius factor, in Eq. (34), which is
associated with a finite reaction rate, seems a contradiction. This reflects the imperfect nature of the
simple model. Strictly, the reaction zone must be
spread out if the reaction rate is finite. Representation
by a delta function is an approximation, good if the
thickness b of the reaction zone is small compared to
the other characteristic length in the problem, namely
the scale of the temperature profile, 1 = Ag/mC p • Thus,
the criterion for use ofthis model is b/l ~ 1. A measure
of the reaction time is l' = pg/w and the thickness is
roughly b = UT = m/w, which also follows from the
normalization (8). Hence the inequality to be met is

and this is exactly the formula (31V
From (31) and (32), the burning rate is found to be
m = pn/z (W1's)t (Ag/Cp)t,

(33)

and if one assumes that the gas phase reaction rate
follows an Arrhenius law,
W

=

kT~

e-Ef/RoTf

which is satisfied under some circumstances. However,
the value ofthe analysis presented here is not intended
to be accurately quantitative, and therefore does not
rest critically on satisfaction of the inequality.

(34)

with k a constant,
1 The result can also be obtained from Rosen's variational
principle [2] and from formulas used by Johnson and
Nachbar [3].

The Influence of Radiative Loss
To check Eq. (35), comparison has been made with
the results of [3], for the combustion of pure ammonium perchlorate. The mllltiplying factor in (35) is set
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so as to obtain agreement with the data at one point,
p = 100 atm, r = 1 cm/sec. It is also assumed that
Ag ~ Tj so that (35) leads to
p )n/2
( 100

=r

(,*)t (T*)~
{E2;0 (1 1)
~
T

exp

,ss

f

-

Tj

,

(36)

where starred quantities are values for p = 100 atm.
Figure 3 shows calculations for which all remaining
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3. Numerical results showing the effect of energy loss
by radiation.

constants are assigned the values (in particular,
n = 2) associated with curve 1 of Fig. 4, Ref. [3];
experimental data [6] lie along the upper branch of
that curve. The agreement of Eq. (35) is not satisfactory, especially as regards the slope in the pressure
range p > 50 atm. However, since the flame temperature doesn't change much along the upper branch
(see remarks below), r ~ pn/2 and the slope is sensitive
to the value of n used here. Calculations for n = 0.38
are shown, for two values of tic, and the agreement is
then quite good, although the remainder of the curve
does not match that found in [3J.
However, the point is that the qualitative aspects,
especially the reversal of the r - p curve, are reproduced. Also, owing to the simplicity of the results,
one can easily determine what physical aspects are
reflected in the calculations.
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The main purpose of [3] was to relate the lower'
deflagration limit, PDL (here identified as the minimum
value of pressure on the r-p curve), to radiation losses.
A lower limit does arise for non-zero values of
QL = (tic + tiR)/mC pT2 ; the shape of the r-p curve is
almost entirely a result of a lower flame temperature
due to the loss (QL > 0), which in turn changes the
reaction rate. On most of the upper branch away from
PDV QL is negligible; on the lower branch tic is 6-10
times as large as tiR. As Johnson and Nachbar have
noted, it is not possible to obtain a lower deflagration
limit, in the sense suggested here, unless tic is rather
large. No interpretation of tic has been given, but it is
hard to understand how, in the present model, it can
be anything but radiation, coming from the ,wIder
solid. If so, it may be doubted that tic can be so large.
The experiments reported in [7] showed also that the
burning rate was negligibly affected by externally
applied incident radiation until the intensity reached
about 8 cal/em 2 -sec. This may be compared with
black body radiation losses from the surface equal to
approximately 0.5-2.6 cal/cm 2 -sec. The higher value
occurs in the range of pressure where the radiative
loss has negligible effect on the burning rate, according
to the calculations. Consequently, this proposed
explanation of the lower deflagration limit is open to
question, as in fact statements in [3] suggest.
For the calculations shown, the stand-off distance
increases from the high pressure end of the upper
branch and continues increasing along the lower
branch. For example, with tic = 5 cal/cm 2 -sec, at
P = 100 atm, Eq. (25) gives xf ~ 50 microns for
r = 1 em/sec (upper branch), xf ~ 1500 ~ for r =
0.038 em/sec (lower branch), and xf ~ 800 ~ at
PDL ~ 20 atm. Calculated estimates of a few microns
and less which have been reported [7] have been
based incorrectly on a linear temperature profile from
the surface to the flame. The correct exponential
variation used here forces a "thicker" flame. The
values computed here are in the range of the experimental observations of Bobolev, et al. [8]. The
values of 's are 0.93, 0.90, and 0.83, respectively, so
that, since 's = qo+/mCpQg, the fractional amount of
heat released and returned to the surface tends to a
minimum in the vicinityl of PDL- As the burning rate
decreases on the upper branch,
also decreases
because the surface temperature is lower [see Eq.
(28)]. But on the lower branch, 's increases as the
surface temperature is lowered further because the

's

1 Contrary to what one might guess,!s is not a minimum
exactly at PDL, but nearly so. There seems to be no simple
interpretation of this fact, nor of the precise condition
prevailing at PDL.
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'relative effect of the radiative loss increases and
dominates. It should be noted that the heat transfer
to the surface (qo + itself) decreases continuously
along the curve, reaching its lowest values at the high
pressure end of the lower branch.
It has been speculated [3], following [1] that the
lower branch represents unstable states; this can be
supported, although not strictly proved, by the
following argument. At the flame front there is no
heat transfer downstream, but there is a loss upstream,
gIven as

qf~ = ( ~ ~:)f~ = AgTz G~ ~~}~ = mQg~f's
== mQg.

The heat loss from the gas phase to the solid is
qo+ = mCpQg'" Eq. (26), so that the net heat transferred to the region between the solid surface and the
flame is
qf~ - qo+

=

mC pQi 1 - 's),

This is not intended to be a rigorous proof that the
lower branch must be experimentally unattainable,
and the argument is less satisfactory near PDL- But the
explanation seems to be qualitatively appealing
otherwise.

Distributed Combustion

No further numerical calculations will be given
here, but it is instructive to examine the more realistic
problem of a flame with energy release distributed in
space. Only the simplest case will be discussed,
namely a proportional to a power of ~ and hence
exponential in x. Actually, three cases must be
treated-uniform energy release, a linear in ~, and a
varying as ~a with IY. =F 1:
0 1 = w 1 , (here, Q = JO de)

(38)

Oz = wz(~ - ~i)'

(39)

(37)

which, in view of the behavior of 's' passes through a
maximum in the vicinity of PDL- On the upper branch,
qf~ - qo+ therefore increases as the burning rate
goes down, and on the lower branch qf~ - qo+
decreases as the burning rate decreases. Now suppose
that the burning is taking place at some condition
(Po, ro) on the lower branch and that a pressure
disturbance is introduced, say (jp < O. Because the
chemical reactions respond more rapidly than the
processes of thermal conduction, one may suppose
that the flame assumes in the first instance a new
condition characterized by higher values of the
burning rate, surface temperature, and flame temperature' while the net heat lost from the flame, qf - qo+,
maintaiins sensibly the initial value. But according to
the above observations, the initial value is less than
the value required for steady state burning at the new
pressure Po + (jp < Po. There is therefore a tendency
for the flame temperature to rise further, enforcing
the original perturbation. In this way, one can show
that operating points are unstable on the lower branch
and stable on the upper branch.
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Since the calculations are similar in the three cases
and involve nothing novel, they will only be described
and certain results quoted as appropriate.
It is supposed that a is non-zero only in the region
~i ~ ~ ~ ~f' Hence, in the space between the surface
and ~i' the dimensionless temperature profile satisfying conditions (19a) and (19b) is
(41)
As noted already, ' = 1 for ~ ;;::, ~f' Integration of
(17) with anyone of (38}-(40) is trivial and the results
are summarized in Table 1; the integration constants
C 1 and C z are, of course, different in the three cases.
Now there are five quantities required to complete
the solution of the problem: C 1 , C z, ~;, ~f and the
eigenvalue AZ. The inner boundary of the flame (~i)
may be specified by an ignition temperature 7;, and ~i
is found from (41),
(42)

Table 1. Temperature Profile and First Derivative for a Flame Having Distributed Combustion
Temp. (oc)
0(=0
0(

=

Heat transfer
dr

d~

(dr/d~)

A2

=

T + C1

1

0( =I- 1

(40)

dr
d~

-A

2

[~.- 1
~i - 1 ]
~-+~- +C 1
0(-1
~

The remaining four quantities are set by the conditions
that the temperature and heat transfer (hence rand
dr/dO must be continuous at the edges ~ = ~i and
~ = ~J of the flame.
For each case, the two continuity conditions give
separate formulas for A 2 , and equating these gives a
transcendental equation for the ratio ~Jgi' The
normalization of OJ, Eq. (8), also gives a formula for
A 2 which can easily be shown equivalent to the other
two. The final results are summarized in Table 2,
showing the three separate formulas obtained in this
way for each case. 1 Equating any two for a fixed value
of IX gives an equation for ~Jgi'
Consequently, if one specifies the state and composition of the cold propellant (and therefore TJ ), the
pyrolysis law, kinetic properties (w, Qg, etc.) for the
gas phase, the ignition temperature, and the distribution of combustion, the problem can be solved. No
additional assumptions are required to find the
position and boundaries (~J' ~i) of the flame.
Combinations of the three cases can of course be
used to approximate other combustion profiles if
desired. Although one can obviously obtain more
detailed information from the treatment of a flame
with distributed combustion, it is likely that no new
qualitative features will be discovered. For example,
the effect of radiative losses is in any case quite like
that for the flame front; the numerical results will
differ only in relatively minor respects.
Application to Unsteady Combustion

In connection with the problem of unstable pressure
oscillations in solid propellant rockets, it is necessary
to know the response of a burning solid to pressure
disturbances. The response is defined as the ratio of
the mass or velocity fluctuation to the impressed
pressure fluctuation, evaluated at the downstream
edge of the flame. Almost all calculations presently
available make use of the fact that the processes in
the gas phase respond much more rapidly than those
in the solid phase [9]; the gas phase is assumed to
behave "quasi-statically." This means that at any
time, the temperature profile can be computed from
the steady state solution, but using the instantaneous
values of the boundary conditions. The temperatures
at the boundaries of course vary in time, and gent:rally
are not in phase with one another or with the pressure
disturbance. Thus, results such as those found already
in this work may be used directly.
Let primed quantities denote deviations from the
steady state so that p = p + pi, m = m = m', etc. The
1
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Note that Q has been replaced by w in A2 in Table 2.

problem then is to compute mj/p' or a normalized
multiple of it. Within the quasi-static approximation,
mj = m~, the value of m' at the surface. Perhaps the
simplest way to find this quantity is to use the perturbed energy balance at the solid-gas interface,
deduced from Eq. (3b), but with radiation ignored for
simplicity

( dT)'
dx
.Ie - 9

s+

ox
(.le dT)'
p

s-

+ (C p

-

C) mT~ -Qsm~

(43)
Subscript ( )s refers to the instantaneous position of
the solid-gas interface which fluctuates about the
mean position denoted by ( )0' The solution for the
temperature in the solid phase, in the presence of
harmonic oscillations of pressure, gives [9] and many
earlier works)

where A = Es/Ro 7:(1 - To/7:) and .Ie is a complex
function of frequency. From the pyrolysis law (21),
m~ is related to the fluctuation of surface temperature
according to
(45)
Since also (oT/ox)~+ ~ (oT/ox)~+ for quasi-static
behavior, then the left hand side of (43) is q~ + in the
notation used here. Equations (43}-(45) combine to
relate the fluctuations of surface temperature and heat
transfer from the gas to the solid phase

q~+ == mC {(.Ie +~) +(~ - 1) (1 +PI + R~~)
+

~1:(PI + R~~) }T~.

(46)

The right-hand side of thls equation is the expression
for the fluctuation of heat transfer, from the gas to
the solid, required to satisfy the conduction of heat in
the solid, energy balance at the surface and the
pyrolysis law.
One must obtain, from the solution to the problem
in the gas phase, a similar formula expressing the
fluctuation of heat transfer which the gas phase will
provide. So far as this computation is concerned,
there are two unknown quantities, q~ + and the
fluctuation of the flame temperature Uust downstream
of the combustion region). The two available relations
are the overall energy balance [6] for the gas phase,
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and the eigenvalue itself, A 2 , which essentially contains all the information extracted from the solution
to the gas phase. Thus, linearization of (6) gives

-mCpTf

+ mCp{l X

(~
T"

1-

Q~)

CpT,

(Pi + R~r,)}T~

(47)

and linearization of, for example, the eigenvalue for a
flame fron [i.e. Eq. (35) or (36)J leads to

m~ = ~ ~ +

m

2 fJ

(e +2 P + 2Ro T

The linearized form of (49) relates fluctuations of tee
flame thickness to fluctuations of heat transfer and
mass flux.
Then by using that result in the linearized form of
(50), one finds an equation corresponding to (48) for
the flame front. An added chore is the determination
of the average flame thickness from (49), which must
be solved for each value of os' It appears that the
burning rate-pressure curve one finds for this case
is not very different from that associated with the
flame front model. The assumption that OJ pn, and
also that fluctuations of OJ can be computed directly
from that relation, is similar to an approximation
made in Ref. 11, and the final results will differ only
in the definition of the parameter B below. It should
be possible to improve upon this assumption, but it
is not clear at the present time how this can best be
done.
There is little need to complete the calcullation of
the response function here. The final result will
necessarily [9J have the form common to calculations
based on quasi-static behavior of the gas phase
M

E f _ ') 1)
f

ACT A

Tf

+

t (g~ +/90 +) (48)
where go+ correctly appears.
Substitution of (47) and (48) in (46) then gives the
ratio T~/p' and the completion of the calculation to
give m'/p' follows easily. The final result is very
similar to that found by Denison and Baum [1OJ, but
two points should be noted. First, since they used
Karman's result for a pre-mixed laminar flame, the
dependence of the burning rate, in the gas phase, on
the surface temperature (through os) does not appear;
and second, it is not necessary to force the fluctuations
of flame temperature to be isentropic, although this
restriction can incorrectly be imposed.
Both points have been discussed by Krier et al.
[l1J, who present a calculation of the response
function based on the assumption of uniform combustion between the solid surface and the position
~f.i However, since they did not carry out a complete
calculation of the steady state problem, they did not
d'etermine either the eigenvalue A2 or the flame
thickness ~f; alternative estimates and assumptions
were required. In contrast, the calculations covered
here will yield complete results once the distribution
of combustion has been chosen. Thus, with ~i = 1,
'i = 's for the flame region extending to the solid
surface, one finds from Table 2 a relation between
~f and 's = (d,/d~)o+:
= 1 + (d,/d~)o+ ~f In ~f'
(49)
If w is given by (34), and Ag '" T'f as before, the
~f

eigenvalue gives

1 This may be regarded as a rough approximation to
the sort of flame associated with combustion of a composite
propellant.

1 m'/m

n p'/fJ

AB
A + A/A - (1

+ A) + AS

where B is a constant independent of the frequency.
The dependence of B on the remaining quantities in
the problem (ff' E f' etc.) will be determined by the
particular model of the gas phase one chooses. While
A has values of 10-30, roughly, B generally lies in the
range 0.7-1.2.
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Resume-Un calcul elementaire de la combustion des propulseurs solides. Le probleme de la combustion
d'un propulseur solide est traite d'une maniere approximative en etablisant la repartition spatiale du
degagement d'energie au stade gazeux. L'adoption de cette methode d'etude inverse transforme Ie probleme
non lineaire habitue! en un probleme lineaire a valeur eigen d'une solution facile. On donne des resultats
pour la combustion concentree (un front de flamme) et des cas speciaux de degagement d'energie repartie.
On montre c1airement des aspects qualitatifs tels que distance d'e!oignement de la flamme, epaisseur de la
flamme, et differentes composantes du transfert de la chaleur dans la zone de combustion. L'examen de
l'influence de la perte d'energie par radiation de l'interface du solide et du gaz s'accorde de fac;on satisfaisante avec des calculs precedents bases sur les formules non lineaires etablies. On discute brievement
d'une application du probleme de combustion irreguliere, et de la reaction aux variations de pression. La
facilite avec laquelle des resultats utiles peuvent etre obtenus paraitjustifier la nature imparfaite de l'analyse.
Zusammenfassung-Eine elementare Berechnung der Verbrennung fester Treibstoffe. Das Problem derVerbrennung eines festen Treibstoffes wird annaherungsweise durch Festlegung der Raumverteilung von
Energie-Abgube in der Gasphase behandelt. Die EinfUhrung dieses umgekehrten Verfahrens verwandelt
das iibliche nichtlineare Problem in ein lineares Eigenwertproblem, das leicht l6sbar ist. Die Ergebnisse
fUr konzentrierte Verbrennung (eine Flammenfront) und Einzelfalle von verteilter EnergieAbgabe werden
angefUhrt. Qualitative Aspekte wie Flammen-Abstand, Flammendicke und verschiedene Komponenten
der Warmeiibertragung innerhalb der Verbrennungszone werden deutlich gezeigt. Die Priifung des
Einflusses von Energieverlust durch Strahlung aus der Festk6rper-Gas-Grenzflache ist in guter ()bereinstimmung mit friiheren, auf nichtlinearer Formulierung beruhenden Berechnungen. Eine Anwendung
auf des Problem der unsteten Verbrennung und die Reaktion auf Druckschwankungen werden kurz
besprochen. Die Leichtigkeit, mit der niitzliche Ergebnisse erhalten werden k6nnen, scheint die unvollkommene Art der Analyse zu rechtfertigen.
Pe3IOMe-3J1eMeHTapHoe BbI'IHCJleHHe cropaHHH TBepll:OrO TOnJlHBa.

npH6nH)f{eHHO o6cY)f{/laeTCH npo6neMa
cropaHHH TBep/lOrO TonnHBa, npe/lnHCbIBaH npOCTpaHCTBeHHoe pacnpe/leneHHe oCBo6o)f{/leHHH ::lHeprHH B
raaOBOH q,aae. npHHHTHe 3Toro o6paTHoro nO/lXO/la npeo6paaoBbIBaeT 06bl'fHYIO He-nHHeHHYIO npo6neMY
B nHHeHHYIO nerKO paapelllHMyIO npo6neMY . .D:aHbI peaynbTaTbI /lnH KOHl.\eHTpHpOBaHHoro cropaHHH (nnaMeHHbIH q,pOHT) H Cnel.\HanbHble cny'laH pacnpe/leneHHH oCBo6o)f{/leHHH ::lHeprHH. 5ICHO nOKaaaHbI Ka'leCTBeHHble acneKTbI, TaHHe, KaK paCCTOHHHe pacnOnO)f{eHHH nnaMeHH, TOnll.\HHa nnaMeHH H paanH'IHble KOMnoHeHTbI nepe/la'lH Tenna B paHoHe cropaHHH. I1ccne/lOBaHHe BnHHHHH nOTepH 3HeprHH pa/lHal.\HeH C nOBepxHOCTH paa!\ena raaa H TBep/lOrO TonnHBa, /llih Y/lOBneTBopHTenbHoe cornaCOBaHHe C npe/lbI/lYIl.\HMH BbI'lHCneHHHMH, OCHOBaHHbIMH Ha He-nHHeHHOH q,0pMynHpoBKe. KpaTKO o6cY)f{/laeTCH npHMeHeHHe K npo6neMbI
HenOCTOHHHoro ropeHHH H OTBeTHaH peaKl.\HH Ha q,nYKTyal.\HIO (cnY'laHHble HaMeHeHHH) /laBneHHH. ITerKocTb,
C KaKOH MorYT 6bITb nonY'leHbI noneaHble peaynbTaTbI, BH/lHMO OnpaB/lblBaeT HecoBepllleHHYIO CYIl.\HOCTb
aHanHaa.
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